Abstract This paper presents a new approach to the tolerance synthesis of the component parts of assemblies by simultaneously optimizing three manufacturing parameters: manufacturing cost, including tolerance cost and quality loss cost; machining time; and machine overhead/idle time cost. A methodology has been developed using the genetic algorithm technique to solve this multi-objective optimization problem. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology has been demonstrated by solving a wheel mounting assembly problem consisting of five components, two subassemblies, two critical dimensions, two functional tolerances, and eight operations. Significant cost saving can be achieved by employing this methodology.
Introduction
Tolerance specification plays an important role in product realization because of its direct relationship with the cost and quality of the product. From a design point of view, tolerance affects the fit and performance of the final product. Conversely, from the manufacturing point of view, tolerance affects the selection of machines, tooling and fixtures, operators' skill levels, setup costs, precision of the inspection instruments, gauging, amount of scrap, and rework. The proper allocation of tolerance among the component parts of a mechanical assembly will reduce the manufacturing cost significantly. Tolerance allocation is the proper distribution of tolerance among the components in mechanical assemblies. Through proper allocation, critical clearance can be maintained and part interchangeability can be assured. Several tolerance allocation methods have been proposed in the literature.
Lee and Woo [1] applied a branch and bound algorithm for handling both the linear and nonlinear assemblies to select the optimum tolerance and process limits. Chase et al. [2] obtained optimum tolerances by applying four different optimization tools, considering both discrete and continuous cost functions, and reported an exhaustive search based on Lagrange's Multiplier (ESLM) approach, which is the most reliable technique to obtain the exact global optima. Zhang and Wang [3] introduced simulated annealing, a nontraditional optimization tool to obtain global optimum advanced tolerance synthesis problems considering the continuous cost function. Sangeet [4] developed an optimization model to allocate tolerances, processes, and machines to the machining operation with the objective of minimizing the manufacturing cost while satisfying technological constraints without overloading the machines. Nagarwala et al. [5] proposed a new methodology for tolerance allocation and process selection in which the method starts with a solution that minimizes the objective function value, but it is not feasible, and the infeasibility is iteratively reduced with negligible CPU time.
Feng and Kusiak [6] introduced the design of the experiments' approach for the concurrent selection of component tolerances and the corresponding manufacturing processes with the objective of minimizing the variation of tolerance stack-ups. Ming and Mak [7] adopted a genetic algorithm (GA) to generate the optimal tolerance for each of the manufacturing operations and utilized a Hopefield neural network to solve the manufacturing operations selection problem. Ye and Salustri [8] applied a new concurrent engineering method for tolerance allocation. A nonlinear optimization model was constructed to implement the method. The model simultaneously minimized the combination of quality loss and manufacturing cost in a single objective function by setting both process and design tolerances.
Jeang and Chang [9] and Singh et al.
[10] considered wheel mounting assembly (consisting of two interrelated dimensional chains) for minimizing the total manufacturing cost using an exponential cost function with optimum tolerance allocation. Singh et al.
[11] assumed sufficiently wide precision limits for the comparison of the results obtained with the ESLM. Chase [12] described several methods for performing tolerance allocation to reduce the overall cost of production while meeting target quality. Diplaris et al.
[13] formulated a new analytical cost tolerance model, which produces results closer to industrial practice based on the available industrial knowledge and earlier published data.
Using GA as an optimization tool, Monica et al.
[14] developed a methodology to allow the automatic tolerance allocation for minimizing the manufacturing cost. Ji et al. [15] presented a new approach based on the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation and a genetic algorithm to obtain a rational tolerance allocation for the parts. Prabhaharan et al. [16] applied GA for optimal tolerance allocation to help design and manufacturing engineers overcome the shortcomings in the conventional tolerance stack analysis and allocation system. Singh et al.
[11] introduced GA to obtain a global optimal solution for the advanced tolerance synthesis problem by considering a continuous cost function. Singh et al. [17] proposed GA to obtain the optimum tolerances of mechanical assemblies with interrelated dimension chains, 
